Case Study

Very Easy-to-Deploy PCoIP Zero
Clients and Softphones Optimize Call
Center Operations
“I was expecting voice quality to be inferior or equal, but everyone said,
‘Wow, this is so much better.’ Teradici and CounterPath pass through
the quality of the new headsets with absolutely no hindering of sound.”
NEIL GROULX
DIRECTOR OF IT
TUNGSTEN REVENUE CONSULTANTS

AT A GLANCE
Situation

Customer service consultants
llMontreal, Canada
llInternational solution deployment and customer support
ll

Tungsten Revenue Consultants
deliver turnkey, patented,
enterprise-grade consumer
management, monetization, and
retention solutions by leveraging
the most cutting-edge, world-class
technology on each client’s behalf.
Tungsten’s proprietary technology
facilitates back-office commerce
and transaction processing for
financial institutions, retailers, and
direct-to-consumer commerce.

Challenges

Increasing management complexity for aging PCs and hard phones
in the call center
llQuality of customer service directly dependent on performance of
call center desktop solution
llAny call center downtime degrades customer service as well as
company reputation
ll

Solution

VMware Horizon Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
llPCoIP Zero Clients
llCounterPath Bria Virtualized Edition Softphone
®

ll

®

®

Results

Excellent user experience: Exceeded call center agent expectations in
terms of easy operation, performance, and audio quality.
llEase of deployment: Auto-discovery shortens set-up time compared to
legacy systems and hard phones.
llIT time savings: Updates and changes deployed to all call center desktops
and phones with a single click, cutting down station deployment and
maintenance times by up to 75% compared to legacy PCs and hard phones.
llResiliency: Elimination of hard phones and replacing PCs with zero clients
improves endpoint security and greatly reduces localized failures.
ll
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“With VDI and softphones, we can use the Teradici
PCoIP Management Console to make a change once
and apply it across the entire deployment with just
a single click. It doesn’t matter if we have 1 or 100
desktops; a typical update or change is just a single
task. This is awesome for us.”
BRIGITTE ALLIS
HEAD OF SALES
CAMPUS COMPUTERSYSTEME GMBH

Tungsten Revenue showcases the proprietary customer service software
architecture it markets in the same call center that supports its customers.
The IT organization, therefore, is doubly motivated to ensure the best possible
infrastructure and desktop solutions for the call center agents. In anticipation
of the upcoming desktop refresh, IT researched PC alternatives as well as
softphones. They aimed to overcome the current challenges of the traditional
PCs and hard phones:
llBudget.

Besides higher purchase prices, traditional PCs were far more
expensive to support than zero clients. Hard phones, similarly, were more
expensive than soft phone alternatives.

llAgility.

To deliver the best possible customer service, agents needed fast
response to service and change requests for their desktop solutions. IT needed
to shorten the times required to push out updates, make profile changes, add
new icons to agent desktops, and carry out other common maintenance tasks.

llResilient,

high-quality audio. Aging PCs were experiencing more failures, which
in turn disrupted customer calls or took agents offline. Repairs often required
reimaging desktop systems, a time-consuming task for IT that negatively
impacted call center performance.

The solution started to take shape with the selection of a virtual desktop
infrastructure. “After choosing VMware Horizon View, we needed to make
a decision about thin or zero clients,” said Neil Groulx, director of IT at
Tungsten Revenue.
“We also wanted to move forward and replace existing hard phones at the same
time. That’s when we discovered that deploying softphones in a virtual setting is
not easy—until we came across Teradici. They were just going into beta test for
supporting unified communications in VDI environments with the CounterPath
Bria Virtualized Edition Softphone. The timing was perfect for us.”
Further analysis projected up-front and lifetime cost savings for the VMwareTeradici-CounterPath solution, both for the initial phase to replace 30 PCs and
hard phones in the call center, and later expanding to virtualize an additional
50 desktops. Tungsten Revenue carried out a proof of concept on a five-seat
configuration, which went very smoothly.
“Our reseller had previous experience with Teradici solutions, and recommended
them to us,” said Groulx. “Their advice, combined with our in-house analysis and
testing, gave us confidence that we had put together a good solution.”
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Today, the call center agents are very happy with the zero clients and pleasantly
surprised with an unexpected benefit of increased audio quality. “I was
expecting voice quality to be inferior or equivalent to hard phones, but everyone
told me, ‘Wow, this is so much better,’” said Groulx. “Teradici and CounterPath
pass through the quality of the new headsets with absolutely no hindering of
sound.
“Overall, the PCoIP Zero Clients are great for the call center environment, where
80 agents are working in close proximity. Compared to our old PCs, these are so
quiet. They contribute to a nicer workplace, with fewer distractions, and the call
center agents also enjoy the excellent performance. Everyone can stay focused
on customer service.”

Products used
PCoIP Zero Clients
CounterPath Bria Virtualized Edition
Softphone
PCoIP Management Console
Virtualization platform
VMware Horizon View

IT was just as pleased as the end users, especially in terms of the ease of
deployment. The Teradici PCoIP Management Console and the auto-discovery
feature built into PCoIP Zero Clients saves hours for every station compared
to traditional PCs and hard phones. “Setting up a new desktop is literally
just a matter of plugging in a PCoIP Zero Client,” said Groulx. “The client is
automatically recognized and the agent can log into a session and start making
calls. It can’t get any easier than that.”
The first months have shown that the combination of zero clients and softphone
technology are living up to early estimates for saving time. Calculations comparing
PCs and hard phones to PCoIP Zero Clients and Bria Virtualized Edition Softphone
were up to 75% less for set up, updates, and maintenance. “We already spend less
time supporting agent desktop systems and phones, even though we still have to
support 50 legacy desktops,” said Groulx. “We are excited about switching those
out with PCoIP Zero Clients and softphones in the very near future.
“In the old environment, supporting call center agents took much more time. We
had to manually re-image any system with a failure or an unsuccessfully installed
update. With VDI and softphones, we can use the Teradici PCoIP Management
Console to make a change once and apply it across the entire deployment with
just a single click. It doesn’t matter if we have 1 or 100 desktops; a typical update
or change is just a single task. This is awesome for us.”
After the conversion of the remaining agent desktops, Tungsten Revenue hopes
to similarly deploy PCoIP Zero Clients with virtualized softphones for call center
supervisors. The Teradici PCoIP and CounterPath Bria solutions route voice traffic
directly to the existing PBX, avoiding any overhead on the datacenter and VDI
servers and giving them a highly scalable and easy-to-maintain solution. The zero
client solution also positions the call center to take advantage of all of the features
and capabilities of unified communications.
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